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Topical Importance: is based on the significant changes that have taken 

place in the social, cultural and political spheres of Russian life of the twentieth 

century. Prisons and jails have always existed, and staying in them was as hard as 

at any other time. That is the main reason why we compare the works by writers, 

who affect the prison theme, to find common features and determine what literary 

means they use to transmit to recipients all the modifications of human 

psychological state. 

Goal: formation of the whole picture of the origin and development of 

Russian prison prose; identifying perspectives of studying writers in existential and 

moral problems of human existence in the prison world. 

Tasks: 1. Determine the sources and ways of development of Russian prison 

prose; 2. reveal the peculiarity of the prison prose and specificity of the 

manifestation of the author's position in studied works; 3. reveal the author's 

position regarding the issue of crime and punishment, human freedom as a basic 

necessity of life; 4. identify potential similarities and differences in the 

characteristics of the prison prose, relating to criminal and political imprisonment. 

The theoretical and practical value of the research is determined by the 

ability to use its theoretical theses and empirical data in the study of the problems 

of modern Russian literature. Application of conclusions and possible reading 

lectures, development of special courses, training manuals and recommendations, 

in compiling Russian literature for high schools and upper secondary school 

programs. 

Results: sources and ways of development of Russian prison prose were 

determined; the peculiarity of the prison prose and specificity of the manifestation 

of the author's position in studied works were revealed; potential similarities and 

differences in the characteristics of the prison prose, relating to criminal and 

political imprisonment were identified. 
 

 

 

 


